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“What does it mean to be „Woke‟?”  “What is „Wokeness?” 

 

It is an important question to ask, because nearly all of modern society in the West is now 

motivated by or controlled by applause, acceptance and accommodation of this zeitgeist called 

Wokeness.  At the same time, one can be antagonized, abused, and assaulted if found not in 

conformity with it. 

 

'Woke' or „being woke‟ is a term that is never really explained, even by it's most ardent 

promoters - but is roundly used to categorize political positions or beliefs.  Positions and beliefs 

that seemingly no one can specifically define and are in constant motion.  Wokeness appears to 

be completely arbitrary, depending on the moment, people or situation it is to be applied.   One 

can easily find and cite examples of Woke applications du jour, but no one can give a succinct 

definition of it. 

 

The online urban dictionaries define the term as meaning “socially aware of injustice.” To be 

“awake” and not asleep amidst the "injustice", "evils", "hurts", "offenses" and "oppressions" of 

certain aspects of societal existence, belief and practice. 

 

When one looks deep into it‟s use and promotion to attempt to get to the actual definition, one 

finds that „wokeness‟ is simply a secular religion. 

  

„Religion‟ in the truest sense of the word.  

  

I actually find „wokeness‟ to be similar in tenor and practice as Sharia Wahabbism - the 

virulent, but changing Sunni Islamic application of Muslim belief. Like Sharia, Wokeness is 

revealed Truth; opponents to wokeness are sinners, questioning wokeness is heresy, and 

unbelievers must be converted or punished and destroyed.  Convert or die. 

 

Wokeness is collectivist. Wokeness is the mob.  It pushes conformist thinking and totally rejects 

human individualism, herding people into broad classes based on defined characteristics; race, 

sex, behaviors and religion. 

  

While classic Marxism classifies specific groups by economic status, Wokeness classifies 

groups with specified grievances based on race, sex and behaviors, sorting them out by 

„privilege.‟ The color of one‟s skin defines status within this heirarchy. Once accepted in the 

heirarchy - there is no breaking out of the confines of your caste. One must perform and comply 

within the boundaries of the caste.   Those designated as "Dalits" or "untouchables" such as 

white heterosexual males, can only continually beg for forgiveness and grovel in shame of 

oneself in perpetuity.   Caste is permanent but hierarchy within the caste is always fluctuating.  



  

For example, a wealthy black college professor outranks a poor white over-the-road trucker. 

However, should the wealthy black college professor disagree with any new doctrinal tenant - 

say - disagree with the transgender grooming of children, their caste status is immediately 

revoked.   Collectivist thinking via Wokeness denies humans basic dignity and treats all as mere 

numbers. Wokeness assigns collective guilt to targeted groups for debasement and punishment. 

 

In reviewing the evidence, „Wokeness‟ appears to be the actual religion of all „Progressives‟ in 

the West, regardless of what church, temple or group they might otherwise worship at.  This is 

the true religion they adhere to and evangelize from. Key doctrines such as Systemic Racism, 

Climate Change and the Homosexual/Transgender movement are all major tenets of their 

catechism.   In fact, established religion in itself has been converted to accept the doctrines of 

Wokeness and used as another conduit to preach to the masses of lukewarm members of 

traditional faith.   

 

Collectivism breeds tyranny. Woke is the application of Collectivism to impose total 

authoritarianism.  There are no individual rights to regard, only the rights of those groups in 

caste hierarchy.  Freedom itself has been deemed slavery and a form of oppression upon the 

parishioners of Wokeness.  “Freedom from” rather than „freedom of‟ is the application to work 

collectively to achieve utopia, which requires a constant state of grievance and revolution 

against existing and prevailing societal norms. 

 

 

Woke defines the world as nothing more than an arena of power. All are at war with all for 

dominance. Every institution, norm, faith, history, and tradition—every human endeavor—is a 

deliberate instrument of oppression by the dominant class. Woke defines the dominant class as 

“white supremacy.” Everyone else is a victim of it. Everything existing by or from that 

„supremacy‟ is necessary to be destroyed.  The nuclear family for example - is seen as white 

supremacy and therefore it must be destroyed and redefined in total. 

 

Woke is vindictive. Woke is intolerant.  Woke is the evangelism of class, race and sex warfare.  

There are no innocents; there are no neutrals; nothing is non-political; everything is either an 

instrument of oppression or an instrument of struggle. For the defined victim class, all are 

permitted. For the oppressor class, any attack upon them is fair game.  Rules are arbitrary and 

can be changed as necessary to assuage any appearance of hypocrisy or double standard. 

 

Within this religion, exists the doctrine of “intersectionality.” This means there are other classes 

of victims that can attach themselves to the general cause of revolution and societal upheaval.  

They are called "allies" and they are welcome so long as they conform to all the other doctrines 

that may not even apply to them. 

 

Even within themselves, none can be considered equal.  All are sorted out into sub-collectives 

by their degree of arbitrarily defined “privilege.” The white female feminist is a higher caste 

than a white straight male but ranks below a black lesbian female. The male who publicly 



identifies as a woman is now “Trans” and now outranks the hetero-feminist and the lesbian. 

Competition within these victim groups is intense and always changing. One class whose status 

is inviolate however, is African American. Attempts by others to identify as “Black” and the 

very idea of “Trans-Race” are immediately dismissed and never regarded. 

 

The true motivation of this religion is raw power and self-enrichment at the expense of those 

targeted for punishment, not an idealistic desire to improve the world. 

 

Like the Maoist Red Guards of late 50‟s China, the woke believers use their religion to 

empower themselves and pull down anyone and anything that catches their attention. Students 

destroy their teachers; players destroy their coaches; colleges pull down statues of their 

founders.  Like Mao‟s China, it‟s a Cultural Revolution led by power-drunk fanatics. The object 

is power, and power is desired to impose punishment and to enrich the self by stripping all from 

those who are punished.  Wokeness is in a continuous state of jihad against all who are apostate 

to whatever it is that is considered holy at the moment. 

 

This religion is growing and crusades to extend its power. Through explicit evangelical 

institutions such as “Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion” initiatives, its true believers have been 

given power within organizations, governments and entire industries.  It is the perfect melding 

of crony capitalism, collectivism, Marxism and Authoritarianism.  It is pure Fascism as 

Mussolini envisioned it using a religious fervor to impose itself upon all. 

 

“Woke” is a religion of intolerant, revolutionary, collectivist ideology of power that‟s at war 

with all society.  It is virulently racist despite the fact Woke has absolved itself from racism 

declaring such accusation an impossibility.   

 

Facts and reality have no impact on the woke, who by their faith in righteous opposition to all -  

are cocksure and adamant that reality is simply a construct defined by the dominant group they 

are at war with as an instrument of white supremacy. 

 

Any efforts direct or subtle to reject or resist Wokeness will be met with a fury of instigated 

jihad in all modes whether literal, economic or societal via the armies and weapons at their 

disposal.  This includes media, big tech, government, the Intelligence state and actual street 

armies.  Opponents will be erased and canceled. Fear of non compliance will force obeisance. 

Non-conformists will be declared heretics and excommunicated from participating in life, same 

as declared enemies enforcing the literal crusade that all must submit or be destroyed. 

 

In this shadow of Wokeness you either must submit or prepare to fight because they will indeed 

try to destroy you. There‟s no compromise, no middle ground. If you submit however, their 

boot will forever be upon your neck just as Orwell himself analogized the future: 

  

“If you want a picture of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face— forever. ” - 

George Orwell, in a final interview. 
 



To them, this is a religious faith pursuing the nirvana of power, they are the Inquisition, and you 

are the minions of evil. 

 

What is wokeness?  It is tyranny personified wrapped up in a religion of darkness that 

already has billions of fanatical disciples. 
 


